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Product Analysis

You need to complete a product analysis of an iphone using the questions found on the 
next slide.

We analyse products in Design & Technology to learn about them in order to make better 
products.

You may use any model of the iPhone. 



Product Analysis

Try to answer these questions in as 
much detail as you can. Explain what 
you mean and don’t be afraid to say 
what you think about each part of the 
design. The more detail you put in your 
answer the higher your level will be.

FUNCTION What the product is designed to do?

FORM Shape and structure of a product? 

SIZE Length, width & height of a product. Normally in millimetres (mm)?

STAKEHOLDER Type of people who will use the product?

SUSTAINABILITY
How environmentally friendly a product is. Could be to do with 

materials used, life expectancy of product, how easy it is to recycle?

MATERIALS AND 

COMPONENTS 

USED

What it is made from? Find out how the touch screen works? 

LIFE 

EXPECTANCY
How long the product has been designed to last for?

TEXTURE The feel of the product- soft, rough, smooth etc?

SAFETY What has been done to make sure the product won’t hurt the user?

ENVIRONMENT Where the product is most likely to be used?

ERGONOMICS
How the product has been designed to be as comfortable and easy to use as 

possible by looking at body measurements?

APPEARANCE
How something looks? Do you like the appearance or do you prefer a 

different phone?

FINISHES
Final coating added to a product. Usually to protect or to improve the 

appearance. What does the iPhone use?

COST
How much the product costs to make? How much does it sell for? Does 

apple make a large profit?

BRANDING

How a product is designed to fit a company’s style. Can include certain 

shapes, styles, colours and logos of the company? What does apple use and 

what is the history of the name?



Product Analysis Layout Idea 1  



Product Analysis Layout Idea 2   



Email your iPhone product analysis to-

• jknight@soham-college.org.uk

mailto:jknight@soham-college.org.uk

